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Fashion Branding and Consumer Behaviors: Scientific Models (International Series on Consumer Science)Springer, 2014

	Fashion Branding and Consumer Behaviors presents eye-opening theory, literature review and original research on the mutual influence of branding strategies and consumer response. Contributors use multiple methods to analyze consumers' psychosocial needs and the extent that their fulfillment goes beyond the usefulness or value of...
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AnimeOldcastle Books, 2014

	A complete overview of the art form, from the coauthors of Studio Ghibli


	This guide to anime offers an overview of the art form, looking at its development in Japan and its export to other cultures. It includes a history of Japanese animation from early examples to the relaunch of animation as a viable commercial...
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Programming Sound with Pure Data: Make Your Apps Come Alive with Dynamic AudioPragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	For intermediate programmers, beginning sound designers.

	

	Sound gives your native, web, or mobile apps that extra dimension, and it's essential for games. Rather than using canned samples from a sample library, learn how to build sounds from the ground up and produce them for web projects using the Pure Data...
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Ethical Hacking and Penetration Testing GuideAuerbach Publications, 2014

	Requiring no prior hacking experience, Ethical Hacking and Penetration Testing Guide supplies a complete introduction to the steps required to complete a penetration test, or ethical hack, from beginning to end. You will learn how to properly utilize and interpret the results of modern-day hacking tools, which are required to complete a...
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Apache Hadoop YARN: Moving beyond MapReduce and Batch Processing with Apache Hadoop 2Addison Wesley, 2014

	“This book is a critically needed resource for the newly released Apache Hadoop 2.0, highlighting YARN as the significant breakthrough that broadens Hadoop beyond the MapReduce paradigm.”

	—From the Foreword by Raymie Stata, CEO of Altiscale


	
...
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Visual Studio Condensed: For Visual Studio 2013 Express, Professional, Premium and Ultimate EditionsApress, 2014

	Visual Studio 2013 is one of the most sophisticated integrated development environments in the world today. With hundreds of features and several different editions available, it can be hard to learn your way around, and hard to know whether you're using it to its full potential. Visual Studio Condensed gives you a quick and...
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PostgreSQL: Up and Running: A Practical Introduction to the Advanced Open Source DatabaseO'Reilly, 2014

	Thinking of migrating to PostgreSQL? This clear, fast-paced introduction helps you understand and use this open source database system. Not only will you learn about the enterprise class features in versions 9.2, 9.3, and 9.4, you'll also discover that PostgeSQL is more than a database system--it's also an impressive application...
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The Amazon Way: 14 Leadership Principles Behind the World's Most Disruptive CompanyCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2014

	In The Amazon Way, Rossman introduces readers to the unique corporate culture of the world’s largest Internet retailer, with a focus on the fourteen leadership principles that have guided and shaped its decisions and its distinctive leadership culture.


	Peppered with humorous and enlightening firsthand anecdotes from...
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Advances in Structural Engineering: Dynamics, Volume TwoSpringer, 2014

	The book presents research papers presented by academicians, researchers, and practicing structural engineers from India and abroad in the recently held Structural Engineering Convention (SEC) 2014 at Indian Institute of Technology Delhi during 22 – 24 December 2014. The book is divided into three volumes and encompasses...
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Inside Rhinoceros 5Delmar Cengage Learning, 2014

	INSIDE RHINOCEROS 5, is the ideal introduction to using the latest version of Rhino. This well-designed book bridges the gap between theoretical and software-oriented approaches to computer modeling by providing a balanced presentation of theory, concepts, and hands-on tutorials. It begins with an overview of the Rhinoceros 5 interface and...
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Thinking with Data: How to Turn Information into InsightsO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Many analysts are too concerned with tools and techniques for cleansing, modeling, and visualizing datasets and not concerned enough with asking the right questions. In this practical guide, data strategy consultant Max Shron shows you how to put the why before the how, through an often-overlooked set of analytical...
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Automation through Chef Opscode: A Hands-on Approach to ChefApress, 2014

	Automation through Chef Opscode provides an in-depth understanding of Chef, which is written in Ruby and Erlang for configuration management, cloud infrastructure management, system administration, and network management.


	Targeted at administrators, consultants, and architect, the book guides them through...
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